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1. Objectives of the document 
 
The aim of this report is to analyze “net metering systems” in Mediterranean countries, 
from different points of view: generators, distributors, consumers, etc., in the context of 
new concepts as “smart grids” or “distributed generation”. 
This assessment is illustrated with some “best practices” from the experience in some 
countries which sent information about it: 

• Spain 
• Israel 
• Montenegro 
• Italy 
• Portugal 
•  

 
2. Definitions 
 
Distributed generation 
European Directive 2009/72/EC defines, in its article 2, “distributed generation” in this way: 
“31. ‘distributed generation’ means generation plants connected to the distribution system”.  
Trying to deep in the meaning of this term, it could be said that the idea behind the 
concept "distributed generation" corresponds with plants or facilities of electric power 
generation, usually with small capacity installed, usually very close to the points of 
consumption. They are decentralized plants and embedded in the so-called "smart grids." 
 
Net metering 
As there is no specific definition in European legislation1, we could define "net metering" 
as the scheme in which the generation facility is connected inside the network of a 
consumer and produces electricity for both, simultaneous and post consumptions. In cases 
where the generation exceeds the consumption, the surplus energy is discharged into the 
electric system. This excess energy can be recovered in those times when consumption 
exceeds generation, and it is not enough with the power generated (it could works like an 
energy bank, where the surplus energy could be valuated either with energy rights, market 
prices or tariffs of time of use).  Net metering scheme usually uses the electrical system as 
a "Back-up".  
 
Self-consumption/ Auto-generation 
 "Self-consumption" is the scheme in which the generation facility is connected inside a 
consumer´s grid. What makes this model different to “net metering systems” is that the 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  Nevertheless	  CEER	  Status	  Review	  of	  regulatory	  approaches	  to	  smart	  grids	  considers	  that	  	  Net	  metering	  is	  an	  
electricity	  policy	  for	  consumers	  who	  own	  (generally	  small)	  renewable	  energy	  generation	  facilities	  (such	  as	  wind,	  solar	  
power	  or	  home	  fuel	  cells)	  or	  V2G	  electric	  vehicles.	  "Net",	  in	  this	  context,	  is	  used	  in	  the	  sense	  of	  meaning	  "what	  
remains	  after	  deductions"	  —	  in	  this	  case,	  the	  deduction	  of	  any	  energy	  	  outflows	  from	  metered	  energy	  inflows.	  	  Under	  
net	  metering,	  a	  system	  owner	  receives	  retail	  credit	  for	  at	  least	  a	  portion	  of	  the	  electricity	  they	  generate.	  
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flow of electricity from the consumer´s grid to the electrical system is not possible from a 
regulatory point of view. 
 
Smart Grids 
Smart grid is an electricity network based on digital technology that is used to supply 
electricity to consumers via two-way digital communication. This system allows for 
monitoring, analysis, control and communication within the supply chain to help improve 
efficiency, reduce energy consumption and cost, and maximize the transparency and 
reliability of the energy supply chain. The smart grid integrates different equipment, such 
as electronic devices to automatize the management of the grid, distributed generation, 
and active consumers with use smart meters, and they also could use net metering, 
batteries, electric vehicles, and so on. 
Smart grids are dynamic grids which are no longer a simple connection between the 
generation units and consumption units as they provide for new functionalities and new 
user-oriented services. 
 
Demand-side management 
In the document released on the 26th of June, 2014  “CEER Advice on Ensuring Market 
and Regulatory Arrangements help deliver Demand-Side Flexibility”, European energy 
regulators propose the following definition for Demand-Side Flexibility: “Demand-side 
flexibility can be defined as the capacity to change electricity usage by end-use customers 
(including residential) from their normal or current consumption patterns in response to 
market signals, such as time-variable electricity prices or incentive payments, or in 
response to acceptance of the consumer's bid, alone or through aggregation, to sell 
demand reduction/increase at a price in organised electricity markets or for internal 
portfolio optimisation. 
The objective of such market signals is to induce modulation (increase or reduction) of 
electricity usage and to optimise usage and balancing of networks and electricity 
production and consumption, for example by consuming less during peak times or by 
facilitating the integration of increasing electricity generation from variable renewable 
energy sources and micro-generation.” 
 
Smart metering 
According to the European directive 2012/27/EU (article 2): “‘smart metering system’ or 
‘intelligent metering system’ means an electronic system that can measure energy 
consumption, providing more information than a conventional meter, and can transmit and 
receive data using a form of electronic communication…”. 
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3. Introduction 
 
In recent years there have been a number of changes in the energy field (progress in 
technology, contraction of demand, increasing energy prices, setting of environmental 
targets, etc.) which draw the attention to net metering systems, giving the impression that 
they will play an important role in the near future.  
Within these changes we emphasized the following ones: 
 
Technological changes. 
Possibility to develop “net metering and self-consumption” systems would be impossible 
without technology advances and cost reduction in the small energy generation, 
telecommunications, etc.  
The cost reduction in some power generation technologies, such as solar photovoltaic, is 
especially significant. This reduction has enabled the realization of projects of "net 
metering" with a reasonable rate of return, although as discussed below, it will be 
necessary to analyze certain variables and final electricity prices in each country, and 
other economic implications for both consumer and the electrical system.  
The sharp decline in costs in solar photovoltaic technology can be clearly seen in the 
following graph: 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Price evolution of crystalline silicon photovoltaic cells ($/watt) 

 
Source: Bloomberg, New Energy Finance & pv.energytrend.com 
 
Moreover, the evolution of systems of "net metering" It is closely linked to the development 
of a new concept of grids, "smart grids" in which besides the flow of energy, there is a flow 
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of information which connects generators, grid operators and consumers. Therefore, 
recent advances in Information Technology and Communications are also a key factor as 
they allow for a transition from traditional measuring systems to smart meters systems. 
 
End-user electricity prices 
The following map shows the example of end-user electricity prices in Europe2. There are  
EU countries (in red colour) in which average domestic electricity consumer has had an 
increase in prices above the average of HIPC (Harmonised Indices for Consumer Prices). 
Moreover, there are other countries (green colour) where the increase in electricity prices 
has been lower than the overall increase. The figures refer to the period 2008-2012. 
 
 
Figure 2. Electricity vs general price level for median household consumers. All 
taxes included 

 
Source: Eurostat energy statistics. Eurogeographic for the administrative boundaries; DG 
ENER- November 2013 
 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2	  There	  is	  not	  a	  common	  metothology	  to	  evaluate	  the	  increasing	  	  of	  the	  end-‐user	  electricity	  prices	  in	  the	  countries	  of	  
the	  north	  of	  Africas.	  
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As can be seen in the map above, there is a majority of EU countries where electricity 
prices have increased more sharply so that the average increase in prices of consumer 
products, in some cases even quadruple this variation. 
This is due to various reasons, which have a different weight in each country, but in any 
case there is a growing concern for governments, regulators and stakeholders, which is an 
incentive to find new cost-effective solutions, such as “net metering systems”. 
 
 
RES deployment vs. cost of support schemes 
EU countries and non-EU countries are making commitments to sustainable development 
and the fight against climate change, and ambitious targets are marked.  
Within these objectives we should stress the initial targets proposed by the EU for 2030 to 
reduce greenhouse gases by 40% over 1990 levels, as well as increase the share of 
renewables up to 27%. Looking at the longer term, the European Commission's "Roadmap 
for moving to a competitive low-carbon economy in 2050" indicates a target of reducing 
greenhouse gases by 80% over 1990 levels.  
Moreover, many countries have started to question the continuity of support systems for 
renewable energy because of their effects on final energy prices.  
It is a real challenge for policy makers to meet these goals while containing the costs 
caused by RES support systems.  
“Net metering systems” may be a way to achieve these goals, since many of the 
technologies that can be applied on them correspond to renewable energy sources. In any 
case, it is necessary to conduct a thorough analysis in order to prevent that costs to deploy 
new systems do not increase uncontrollably the final price of electricity. 
 
 
Figure 3. Analysis of potential benefits  

 
Source: CNMC 
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Cost reduction on grid losses 
In the traditional energy chain of generation-transmission-distribution-consumption, 
networks act passively between generation and consumption, facilitating the flow of energy 
in one direction, and usually over long distances.  
Net metering models may help reduce losses in the power system as generation can be 
adapted more effectively to the consumption pattern and the physical distance between 
production and consumption sites are reduced.  
 
Cost reduction on the grid investments 
As in “net metering systems” generation is located in consumption points, less investments 
in traditional network structures are necessary. 
This cost reduction must be considered by the regulators. As an example, the Annex XI of 
the European Directive 2012/27 sets the energy efficiency criteria for electricity network 
regulation and for electricity network tariffs: 
“1. Network tariffs shall be cost-reflective of cost-savings in networks achieved from 
demand-side and demand- response measures and distributed generation, including 
savings from lowering the cost of delivery or of network investment and a more optimal 
operation of the network”. 
 
Increase of RES share 
“Net metering systems” may use different generation technologies. However, maximum 
benefits for society as a whole are obtained when renewable energy sources are used (in 
terms of energy efficiency, CO2 emissions, etc). Currently, suitable renewable 
technologies are mostly small wind technology and solar photovoltaic technology. The 
massive development of "net metering" systems therefore entails an increase in the 
deployment of RES technologies, which will be important for countries to achieve their 
energy and climate targets. 
Also, the increase in share of renewable energy helps to achieve other policy goals such 
as CO2 reduction, improved security of supply, less exposure to volatile prices of fossil 
fuels, increasing energy independence, creating local employment, etc. 
 
Reduction in final electricity prices for consumers.  
With a suitable investment project, consumers who install “net metering systems” use the 
electricity generated by their own generation plant, and they may have an end-user prices 
of energy lower than traditional systems.  
Furthermore, in "net metering systems", in some way, the consumer reduces the 
consumption of electricity from the system. Therefore, potential price movements and 
volatility of the electricity market are impacting these consumers to a lesser extent.  
 Moreover, in cases where "net metering systems” are based on RES technologies, no 
fossil fuels are used, so these systems would not be affected by the price volatility of fossil 
fuels. 
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Increasing energy efficiency   
In "net metering systems" consumers can actively modulate the electricity generated by 
their system and also their electricity consumption in order to reduce its cost and to 
improve energy efficiency (e.g. less loss on the grid, lower electricity consumption). 
As an example, the Annex XI of the European Directive 2012/27 sets the energy efficiency 
criteria for electricity network regulation and for electricity network tariffs: 
   “2. Network regulation and tariffs shall not prevent network operators or energy retailers 
making available system services for demand response measures, demand management 
and distributed generation on organised electricity markets, in particular: 
(a) the shifting of the load from peak to off-peak times by final customers taking into 
account the availability of renewable energy, energy from cogeneration and distributed 
generation; 
(b) energy savings from demand response of distributed consumers by energy 
aggregators; 
(c) demand reduction from energy efficiency measures undertaken by energy service 
providers, including energy service companies; 
(d) the connection and dispatch of generation sources at lower voltage levels; 
(e) the connection of generation sources from closer location to the consumption; and 
(f) the storage of energy…” 
 
 
 
5. Analysis of potential difficulties and risks  
 
Lack of a clear regulatory framework 
If policy makers decide to deploy “net metering systems” at a large scale, a clear and 
stable regulatory framework is needed to make the technological shift a success. All 
participants (consumers) should know their rights and obligations and need to get the 
necessary information to calculate incomes and costs of the new scheme. 
 
New extra costs for grid operators  
The benefits mentioned with regard to the possible reduction in network losses, could be 
reversed in cases of very high penetration of distributed generation. It may be that, in 
these situations, a significant increase in reactive power occurs in the networks, causing 
an increase in energy losses. 
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Figure 4. Grid losses related to the penetration of DG 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Gerwent, 2006 
 
Moreover, systems of "net metering" promote the paradigm shift in the management of 
power system, with a greater number of actors involved and a larger volume of 
information. This very fact makes network management much more complex.  
Accordingly, this paradigm shift between traditional networks and “smart grids” makes that 
electricity flows is not always in the same direction. Consumer units can become 
generation units, and reverse energy flows occur between low voltage and high voltage, 
which cannot be handled with traditional systems.  
Increasing the share of renewables and commitment to maintain network security requires 
the use of distributed storage to serve as a "back up", when necessary. In this sense, also 
extra costs about increasing ancillary services in order to maintain reliability of the system 
must be considered. 
In short, the massive introduction of “net metering systems” may involve, at least in the 
short term, an increase of management and maintenance costs of network operators. 
 
ITC undeveloped in the power sector 
As mentioned, one of the advances that have made possible the viability of “net metering 
systems” is the development of Information Technology and Communications. In some 
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countries, where policy makers have opted for the deployment of net metering systems, 
electricity distribution and transmission companies have not undertaken the necessary 
steps yet to deal with the massive introduction of net metering systems. 
 
Lack of experience on smart grids or net metering systems. 
Currently, there is still no country where there has been a complete large scale 
deployment of “smart grids” or “net metering systems”. As the implementation of such 
projects is quite recent, we cannot draw conclusions yet regarding the widespread 
implementation of these systems.  
This lack of experience could be a barrier to identifying appropriate to advance these 
systems conditions. 
 

• Financial issues: long term avoid costs and rate of return  
The investment required by the grid operators to upgrade the grid is in some cases quite 
high. The returns of these investments usually came in a long- term period. 
Investments made by household customers or small business are also large and long-term 
investments, however at a different financial scale.  
Therefore, especially in times of economic crises, adequate access to financial markets is 
important to make these investments happen 
 
 
6. Experiences 
 
Experience 1. Spain 
In Spain, the support scheme for the so-called ‘Special System’ (Renewables –bar large 
hydro–, Combined Heat and Power –CHP– and Waste) has been one of the main reasons 
of the fast deployment of these technologies, as seen in the next graph. 
 
Figure 5. Installed capacity in Spain (MW) 

 
Source: CNMC 
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In parallel to the increase in capacity installed, the number of generation plants in Spain 
has grown in a very significant way in the last years. 
 
Figure 6. Distributed generation in Spain 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Source: CNMC 
 
Recent net metering/ renewable metering regulation in Spain: Royal Decree 
1699/2011 of 18 November 
The main purpose of this royal decree is to set administrative and technical conditions for 
the network connection of small renewable and CHP generation plants. Facilities included 
in the scope are renewables up to 100 kW and CHP up to 1000 kW of installed capacity.  
Some of the key objectives of this royal decree are: 
-To simplify requirements and to cut the red tape for small facilities. 
-To set a technical, general framework for the metering of ‘self-consumption’ (see next). 
 
New Spanish Power Act: Law 24/2013 of 26 December.  
This law sets out provisions about specific cases of ‘self-consumption’ of electricity; in 
accordance with article 9, “for the purposes hereof, self-consumption means the 
consumption of electricity originating from generation facilities connected inside a 
consumer’s grid or through a direct line [=kind of private use, proprietary line, as opposed 
to common lines, open to third party access regime] of electricity associated with a 
consumer”. 
There are different net metering configurations envisaged by the law, and one of them is 
“supply with self-consumption”, that is a consumer with a generation facility for their 
consumption, connected to their own grid. In this instance, production device would be 
deemed as part of a consumer facility —and not as a producer on their own. Spanish law 
doesn’t provide for a mixed pro-sumer role; either one or the other role is attributed. 
Consumers under ‘self-consumption modalities’ must be inscribed on a specific 
administrative register, set up for this purpose at the Ministry of Industry, Energy and 
Tourism. Consumers under self-consumption are required to pay the same grid access 

Distributed generation in Spain

2004
5.175 

2008
44.659 

2013
~65.000 
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tariffs and charges associated to the system costs as the rest of consumers. Government 
may nevertheless establish reductions in those tariffs and charges, if self- consumption 
reduces overall system’s costs (e.g. reducing network losses or improving generation 
adequacy). 
 
Draft Royal Decree regulating self-consumption. 
In July 2013, the Spanish Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism sent a draft Royal 
Decree on the administrative, technical and economic conditions for the connection to the 
grid of facilities with self- consumption to the National Regulatory Authority (now CNMC3) 
for its due report.  
The draft proposes that production devices connected to consumers under self- 
consumption are limited at a maximum of 100 kW, and production capacity installed 
cannot be above consumption capacity contracted as a consumer (=point of supply). The 
metering system for these consumers should be capable of registering independently all 
energy consumed and all energy generated. Therefore no deferred net balancing is 
foreseen; net metering would be allowed only instantaneously.  
The draft sets also some economics aspects: For instance, these consumers wouldn’t be 
eligible for last resort supply (=regulated end-user price), since they’re deemed as more 
sophisticated than average consumers, capable of some degree of active demand 
management. 
 
Other related legislation. 
Royal Decree 647/2011, of 9 May, regulating activity for charging point managers 
(companies allowed to buy and resell electric energy exclusively for electric vehicle 
charging; specific low access tariffs are foreseen for night / off-peak recharging).  
Royal Decree 216/2014, of 28 March, setting final prices for electricity consumers 
according to real metering in hourly basis. 
 
Smart metering replacement plan in Spain (2011-2018) 
The Third Energy Package requires Member States to ensure implementation of intelligent 
metering systems for the long-term benefit of consumers. Next graphs shows current 
situation in the EU-27 countries: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 As of October 7th 2013, previous Spanish National Energy Commission (CNE) merged with other nation-
wide authorities (competition, telecommunications and media, railway, post and transport) so as to form the 
new National Authority for Markets and Competition (CNMC).  
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Figure 7. Net metering in Europe 

 
Source: COMMISSION STAFF WORKING DOCUMENT: “Cost-benefit analyses & state of 
play of smart metering deployment in the EU-27” 
 (17.06.2014) 
 
This implementation is regulated in Spain by Royal Decree 1634/2006 of 29 December 
and Ministerial Order ITC/3860/2007, which set a full, mass roll-out of electricity smart 
meters for all (some 28 million) points of supply, and is expected to be completed by end 
2018; partial intermediate deadlines are also established and compulsory advancement 
reports are foreseen.  
 
Next table illustrates the main parameters of the plan. 
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Table 1. Parameters for smart meters in Spain 
 
Metering activity  Regulated 

Deployment Strategy 
Mandatory 

Responsible party for implementation and 
ownership 

Distribution System Operator 

Responsible for third-party access to metering 
data 

Distribution System Operator 

Financing of the roll-out 
Network tariffs + smart metering rental fees 

Number of metering points in the Country 
27,77 Millions. 

Roll-out period 
2008-2018 

Final penetration rate  
100% 

Estimated smart meter lifetime 
15 years 

Communication technology 
PLC 

 
The aforementioned legislation set specific deadlines for distribution companies: 

 
Source: CNMC 
 
 
 
Experience 2. Israel 
Israeli Net Metering Scheme – lessons learned. 
 
General information  
 The Israeli RES market frame was defined in the last five years through two main 
government decisions: 

•  Decision number 4450 from January 2009 – which included an objective of 10% 
electricity production from RES sources by 2020. 

2017 
Up to
2011 2012 2015

35* %

35* %

30* %

20142013 2016 2018

Remote control systems and remote meteringsystems
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•  Decision number 3484 from July 2011 which ratified the objective determined in 
2009, and also defined specific quotas for installations for each technology. 

The Public Utilities Authority - Electricity (PUA) was entrusted with the implementation of 
these decisions.  The main economic mechanism originally used to encourage individuals 
and companies installing RES was the Feed-in-Tariff (FiT), accompanied by a series of 
quotas for installations.  The legislation and planning related to four different sizes of 
installations: residential (up to 15 KWp); commercial (up to 50 KWp), Medium-Utility Scale 
(up to 12 MWp) and Large-Utility Scale (above 12 MWp). 
In accordance with those government decisions the PUA has published, since 2008, 
several regulatory decisions which included quotas and Feed-In-Tariffs in the following 
scale4: 
 
Table 2. Israeli solar energy scheme 

Approved Israeli Solar Energy Scheme until 2014 – not including Net Metering 

comments 
Last 
approved 
tariff 

Total Cap Technology Quota/Land 
Tender 

System size 

Cap to be finalized 
at the end of 2014 

0.64 
NIS/KWh 

 
 
310  MW 

 
 
PV 
 
 
 

Quota x<15KW 

Cap to be finalized 
at the end of 2014 

0.526 
NIS/KWh 

Quota 15KW<x<50KW 

Cap fully 
commissioned 

0.51 
NIS/KWh 

300  MW PV Quota 50KW<x<12000KW 

Cap fully 
commissioned 
early 2013  

0.62 
NIS/KWh 

200  MW PV Quota 12000KW<x 

In process, no 
project 
commissioned up 
to date 

0.98-1.07 
NIS/KWh 

 200 MW CSP Quota 12000KW<x 

16 MW 
commissioned 

0.49 NIS / 
KWh 

60 MW  PV Land 
Tender 

50KW<x<12000KW 

 Tariff relevant for 
30 MW of Ashalim 
tender only, under 
special tender 

0.53-0.59 
NIS / KWh 

90 MW 
(Including 
Ashalim) 

PV Land 
Tender 

12000KW<x 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 The	  PUA	  has	  also	  published	  caps	  and	  tariffs	  to	  the	  land	  tenders	  run	  by	  the	  Israeli	  Land	  Authority	  –	  unlike	  standard	  
FiT/Quota	  mechanism,	  in	  which	  the	  projects	  are	  commissioned	  by	  the	  criteria	  of	  "First-‐In-‐Line"	  until	  the	  quota	  is	  filled	  
–	  land	  tender	  winner	  is	  decided	  by	  the	  highest	  bid	  to	  the	  ILA	  per	  Dunam	  of	  land	  (the	  winner	  receives	  the	  right	  to	  
install	  a	  certain	  RE	  system	  capacity	  and	  sell	  electricity	  to	  the	  grid	  in	  a	  fixed	  tariff	  set	  by	  the	  PUA)	  	   
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regulation, 60 MW  
not yet 
commissioned  

126 MW Parabolic 
with Storage 
126 MW Heliostat 
Special tender 
conditions: 25 
years PPA, no 
land lease 

0.76-0.78 
NIS / KWh 

252 MW 
(Ashalim) 

CSP Land 
Tender 

12000KW<x 

Tariff will be set for 
each project a 
time, in 
accordance with 
existing tariffs for 
used to support 
similar 
commercially used 
technologies  

various 50 MW Various 
technologies  

Quota Highly 
innovative  RES 
systems 

 
 1,462 

MW 
  Total 

 
In addition to the determination of the described caps and targets, the legislative basis set 
in government decision 3484 instructed the PUA to promote and create supportive 
regulation for any RES technologies with a net positive cost-benefit market value. 
Guided by this chapter, the PUA published late 2012 a new Net Metering regulation, which 
would be described in the following pages. 
 
The Net Metering regulation framework  
In December 2012, the PUA Board of Directors approved a new Net Metering regulation 
for RES systems which started implementation in 2013, with an established cap of 400 
MW. 
According to the decision - self-consumers owning a RES system will be able to save their 
electricity retail tariff through self-consumption, but will be charged for grid "Balancing 
costs" estimated (through IEA WEO 2011 methodology) by 0.015 NIS/KWh (or 0.3 
Eurocents per KWh). 
Generation surplus will be inserted into the grid and rewarded by "Credit" which  will be 
reduced from the consumer's electricity bill at the end of the month (production surplus will 
offset with consumption surplus). For the use of the grid by the consumer, a tariff charge 
for "Grid integration costs" (e.g. 0.013-0.014 NIS/KWh for high-voltage consumers) will be 
reduced from the value of credit to the consumer - in accordance with the consumer's grid 
voltage line (high/low), and the time of grid-use. It will be possible to accumulate and 
transfer credit up to a maximum period of 2 years. 
The PUA also approved the possibility of selling credit surplus to the grid and other 
consumers. In this case – however - since the consumer is turned in practice to a 
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generator, the value of credit will be determined by the level of retail generation tariff. This 
option, rather exceptional to a consumer-based regulation, is intended to reduce risks and 
increase bankability of the RES systems, by ensuring the possibility to use and refund 
electricity generated in the RES system even in case of permanent decline in consumption 
(e.g. factory closed, household consumption declined over the years etc. etc.). 
 
One and a half years of Net Metering implementation – lessons learned 
In roughly 18 months since the NM regulation was first launched, an approximate scale of 
52 MW of PV systems have applied and approved by the utility to be installed under the 
new scheme, of which 14 MW are already connected to the grid, and the rest are in 
process. That scale of implementation is not considered by the regulator as fulfilling our 
best expectations from the scheme, but not a failure as well - it is rather perceived as a 
gradual process of development in which the market is adjusting to the new rules, and 
creating mechanisms to support entrepreneurship and finance. In the past few months we 
see the pace of requests for installations rising, and market experts expect 2015 to be the 
"breakthrough year" of NM in Israel. Hereby a short summery of our main lessons and 
insights from this experience: 
 

a. Avoid "cannibalism" by competing incentive systems – an aspect which slowed 
the development of NM was the fact that in 2013-2014 there were still FiT 
incentives for PV rooftops up to 50 KW size. That created a situation where the 
market is still over-occupied by these mechanisms, considered more bankable and 
familiar, and the natural transition towards NM was distorted.  

 
b. Substitute regulation by charges and tariffs – The NM regulation created a chain 

reaction of deregulation for small and medium RES systems: Generation License 
obligation for systems up to 5 MW was canceled, VAT on system generation is 
currently reconsidered (since generation surplus is no longer sold to the grid but 
used for self-consumption), and eventually - the requirement for a construction 
permit for rooftop PV systems (up to 50 KW) omitted as well. The regulation was 
replaced by "charges" reflecting grid costs for RES intermittency and grid-use.  

 
c. Prefer simplicity over perfect accuracy in scheme design – it is, clearly, more  

economically accurate to run a NM scheme when credit is calculated and 
accumulated by the consumer through TOU or even real-time tariffs rather than the 
fixed retail tariff common to most consumers, however – that makes the regulation 
more complicated to ordinary consumers. The outcome may be: slower 
implementation of the scheme. The same outcome might occur when there are too 
many different "charges" calculated in a way that is not clear or transparent enough. 
Conclusion: "keep it as simple as possible".    

 
d. "Safety Net", especially for larger systems, is essential to increase bankability 

and reduce risks – in the beginning (early 2013) the NM scheme was not clear 
enough regarding the possibility to use credit surplus for any purpose except self-
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consumption. That created a risk for consumers and financial organizations in case 
of consumer "default" – e.g. a factory that is closed, or a household consumption 
that declined over time. In that case – what would the consumer do with his credit 
surplus? And what assurances does the financing organization have for a return of 
his debt? These lessons led to a review of the scheme and an addition of specific 
permission to the consumer to sell credit surplus to the grid, at generation tariff. 

 
e. It will take time – NM is a "change in concept" for an industry that was used to 

fixed, long-term, inflation indexed tariffs – and is, therefore, hard to adjust. New 
financial mechanisms (e.g. "consumer portfolios") are needed to be created to 
reduce financial risk. Skills of identifying and optimizing consumer-locations and 
consumption-patterns are needed to be developed by entrepreneurs; the 
deregulation process needs to be internalized through all public authorities (Tax 
authorities, statutory authorities, municipalities). The NM success or failure could 
only be analysed in a perspective of 5 years and more from its launch. 

 
 
 
Experience 3. Montenegro 
 
Current situation 
Below we will give a brief overview of the measurement system for electricity produced 
and consumed in the Montenegrin distribution system.  
In order to create a basic image of the energy system in Montenegro, the following basic 
information is provided: 
• annual production of electricity: 3.300 GWh, 
• annual consumption of electricity: 3.700 GWh, 
• number of customers (consumers): 379.000. 
Montenegrin Energy Law defines „the exchange on a connection point”. The right to 
exchange of electricity has the producers of electricity from renewable sources in facilities 
of up to 20 kW installed capacity or in high-efficiency cogeneration facilities of up to 50 
kWe. Although the law enables the exchange of electricity, currently the “self-consumption” 
scheme is being applied , mostly because this issue is not  defined in detail in the Energy 
Law. 
Currently, the new Energy Law is being drafted. It should enter into force by the end of 
2014. This draft law defines in detail this issue. Characteristic parts are indicated below: 
• Customer that generates electricity from renewable energy sources (customer - 
producer) in facilities of up to 25 kW installed capacity or in high-efficiency cogeneration in 
facilities of up to 50kWe installed capacity shall have a right to exchange electricity that it 
delivers to the system and takes from the distribution system.   
• Customer – producer does not need an authorization for construction of the 
facilities.  
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• Distribution system operator shall perform separate metering of generated and 
consumed electricity of customer – producer and submit them on a monthly basis to the 
supplier.  
• Difference in energy levels shall be established and billed by a supplier on a 
monthly basis. 
• Supplier that supplies customer – producer shall buy out surplus of generated 
electricity at the price equal to the price of electricity delivered to the concerned customer 
– producer.     
• Costs of balancing caused by customer - producer shall be borne by the supplier.   
• Mutual relations between supplier and customer - producer shall be regulated with 
an agreement.  
From the point of measuring electricity consumption, a significant progress has been 
achieved. By December 2011 all meters in Montenegro were classic, when the installation 
of smart meters started. In the first stage, are being processed as planned, 175.000 smart 
meters are planned to be installed by the end of 2014. The Energy Regulatory Agency of 
Montenegro approves investment incentives according to which it has approved the 
second stage of the replacement of the meters. The second stage has planned the 
replacement of additional 80.000 meters. This stage is to be finalized by the end of 2015. 
By this the Montenegrin system will have almost 70% of smart meters. The replacement of 
the meters has significantly reduced the level of distribution losses, which amounted to 
20,84% in 2012, while in 2013 there were reduced to 18,96%. The reduction trend is 
recorded in 2014, so that ending with June the losses amount to 18,30%. Also, as the new 
meters have the possibility to disconnect remotely customers (consumers) from the 
network, the collection rate is increased significantly, which now amounts over 100% due 
to collection of outstanding receivables. 
There is a huge potential in Montenegro for obtaining of electricity from renewable 
sources. Therefore, in the forthcoming period there will certainly be a lot of cases of 
applying the exchange of electricity by customer – producer connected to the distribution 
system. 
 
 
 
Experience 4. Italy 
 
Background 
In recent years RES contribution to satisfy the Italian national electricity demand has 
dramatically increased. While in 1996 RES produced (mainly by hydroelectric power 
plants) almost 19% of the gross generation, in 2012 their contributions amounted to 
approximately 31% (92 TWh of which 32 TWh due to wind and photovoltaic power plants, 
+ 52% over 2011) and more than 37% in 2013 (108 TWh of which approximately 37 TWh 
attributable to wind and solar plants). 
The RES gross efficient capacity is approximately 47 GW (25 GW attributable to wind and 
solar plants), compared to a national total power of about 128 GW (36.7% ), while in 2013, 
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it have been reached 50 GW (26 GW attributable to wind and photovoltaic), which is quite 
significant considering that in 2013 total load has been ranging from 19,5 GW to 53.9 GW  
In particular, the evolution non-programmable RES power plants, especially photovoltaic, 
has been extremely rapid in recent years. Photovoltaic has recorded an anomalous 
growth, due to incentive instruments too generous, and much less important in 2012 than 
in 2011 due to the revision of the same incentive instruments; instead the growth (albeit 
significant) of wind power plants was much more linear in time.  
Much of the electricity produced from renewable sources is attributable to distributed 
generation (understood here as the power systems of up to 10 MVA). With reference to 
the data of the year 2012, production from renewable sources in distributed generation 
was approximately 40 TWh (of which approximately 19 TWh from wind and solar plants). 
In terms of gross efficient, plants fueled by renewable sources in distributed generation 
contributed approximately 23.5 GW (of which about 17 GW from wind and solar plants). 
 
Impact of RES and distributed generation on the electrical system: The effects on 
power grids 
The problem of virtual saturation of networks  
The problem of virtual saturation of the networks, particularly in some areas of southern 
Italy, constitutes a real barrier to the entry of new operators that, in some cases, build the 
facilities but fail to obtain the connection in a short time even if the network is saturated 
only "on paper". This problem stems from several aspects: it is possible that some 
producers submit connection requests and accept quotes for power than those who 
actually intend to achieve in order to request the opening of more authorization procedures 
in parallel coming to completion in a short time, only to it is possible that some or accepted 
estimates are then subject to negotiation even for speculative purposes.  
It is believed that the streamlining and the standardization of authorization procedures can 
help reduce the problem of virtual saturation of electrical networks. Within the limits of its 
powers and the extent of its intervention, AEEGSI has repeatedly intervened to try to 
resolve the problem or at least confine the virtual saturation.  
AEEGSI has intervened by providing that a definitive reservation of network capacity 
occurs at the end of the procedure for authorizing the construction and operation of the 
power plant. Remains still an initial period, of varying length according to the voltage level 
where the connection is required, during which the technical solution for the connection 
remains valid and allows the temporary reservation of the relative capacity of the network 
(except plants up to 1 MW for which the reservation of network capacity is, from the outset, 
permanent). This resolution, currently in force, shall also apply in the case of connection 
requests already sent to the network operator. 
Following the intervention of AEEGSI, whose effects have been further enhanced by the 
reduction of incentives, the phenomenon of virtual saturation of the networks is very 
attenuated. 
 
The issue of reverse flow  
The number of sections HV/MV of the primary stations where reverse flows occur could be 
used as an indicator to assess the state of transformation from “passive” distribution 
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networks, which were before the spread of distributed generation, to “active” grids. 
According to data currently available, in 2013 25% of the approximately 4000 sections 
HV/MV of primary substations experienced reverse flows for at least 1% of the hours, and 
for 72 % of them, reverse flows have occurred at least 5% of the hours. 
It is therefore clear that active management of distribution networks and the consequent 
necessary technical and regulatory evolution is a subject no longer negligible in relation to 
both the adaptation of existing infrastructure both innovation and dispatching.  
 
The development of network infrastructure  
The development of network infrastructure is not just about building new electricity grids or 
enhancement of existing ones, but also the adaptation of existing infrastructure, ensuring 
the transition from a service essentially "passive" network (mainly addressed to the 
consumer) to a "active" (mainly focused on the production and management of loads).  
The construction of new electricity grids (or the expansion of existing ones) aims to speed 
up the connection of the new facilities and to increase the transmission capacity in order to 
resolve congestion. The need to develop the existing network in order to accommodate all 
the electricity fed into the grid from the production plants and in particular those from non-
programmable renewable sources is rather urgent in some areas of Italy, characterized by 
high potential for generation and poor local electrical load. At present, there are electrical 
networks actually saturated (some dorsals on Apennine characterized by the presence of 
numerous plants, mostly wind power, and limited or zero loads) not able to convey the 
whole electricity production potentially entered.  
AEEGSI, within its competencies, is promoting (albeit on a trial basis) network 
developments and upgrade in the most critical areas. In particular, for the transition from a 
passive to an active service, AEEGSI has already initiated 8 pilot projects on real networks 
to assess the significance of key technologies identified as being smart; the results should 
allow to have more information on the potential of each technology and the various ways 
of managing networks and then be able to start a process of re-engineering of the current 
regulatory system in order to facilitate the development and implementation of a “smart 
system” calibrated both on technological solutions to be promoted and on potential 
benefits.  
Finally, with regard to the implementation of storage systems (pumping, electrochemical 
batteries, etc..) allowing to better exploit network capability, AEEGSI set out some criteria 
to select pilot projects to be incentivized. AEEGSI has then admitted to incentive two pilot 
projects "power intensive" included in TERNA Defence Plan 2012 for a total of 16 MW and 
six pilot projects "energy intensive" included in TERNA Development Plan 2011 for a total 
of 35 MW. 
 
Effects on markets and dispatching  
Such a rapid development of plants powered by non-programmable RES (in particular 
solar and wind), necessarily requires an equally rapidly changing regulatory framework.  
Considering that most of this sudden development is attributable to distributed generation 
(which now exceed 23 GW) it is clear that it must be changed the regulation approach to 
generators of less than 10 MVA and predominantly connected networks of distribution. A 
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reliable operation of the electricity system may be seriously affected by an outage 
resulting, for example, for a failure or unavailability of the source. 
Effects of non-programmable renewable and distributed generation on the electrical 
system are ranging from the daily evolution of the energy prices, to a different operation of 
thermal power plant to dispatching criteria. Some measures have been taken and other 
must to be considered to ensure that these systems can be integrated into the electrical 
system, ensuring their safety, and may have a diffusion growing and sustainable over time.  
 
Summary  
In a context of mutation due to the increasing penetration of non-programmable RES and 
distributed generation, there is a clear need to promote a rapid and radical change in the 
criteria by which in the past power grids were developed and managed. This is even more 
true in relation to the objectives that the EU has set itself to achieve in terms of the mix of 
sources to 2050 (up a production of electricity from renewable sources more than 75% of 
the total).  
With regard to the electricity networks, it not will be sufficient a system made by 'smart' 
(transmission) and "passive" (distribution) networks: distribution networks, in the presence 
of electric generation connected, must evolve progressively from "passive" to become 
"active" too. Similarly, all power plants must contribute to the management of an effective, 
efficient and safe operation of the power system. It is no longer possible to exclude small 
plants connected to the networks of low and medium voltage, as the sum of the installed 
power is now far from negligible.  
Regulation, trying to make the most of the technological development, must promote a 
system in which all systems provide network services, in relation to the possibility that the 
various technologies allow. More generally, it is the entire electrical system that needs to 
become more "smart" and must be able to operate in order to exploit in the most effective 
and efficient as possible the advantages and limitations of each of the technologies of use 
of energy sources to disposal.  
Therefore, AEEGSI target is to exploit such potential, today still not used optimally, 
ensuring the safety of the electrical system. This objective can be achieved by working on 
two fronts: on the one hand there is the need to innovate the methods of management of 
networks and systems (or dispatching), on the other hand there is also to promote the 
development of network infrastructure. 
 
 
Experience 5. Portugal 
 
Net metering 
The recently approved Decree-Law no. 153/2014, of October 20th, establishes the legal 
framework for the electricity generation for self-consumption, based on renewable and 
non-renewable technologies, excluding Combined Heat and Power installations, without 
prejudice of the extra energy produced be injected in the electricity network. 
This Decree-Law creates the conditions for the application of the net metering in Portugal. 
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ERSE is preparing the rules for the implementation of the Decree-Law, which will be 
publicly discussed till the end of 2014. 
These rules will be applied in 2015 and therefore net metering will be expected in Portugal 
by 2015. 
 
Smart metering 
In 2012 and according to national laws transposing the European directives concerning the 
internal electricity and natural gas markets, ERSE presented the results of its first study on 
smart electricity and natural gas meters, including a cost-benefit analysis, which involved 
an extensive public consultation on the issue. The results from the study were published 
and sent to the Government, to support a decision on the adoption of these smart meters. 
Regarding the natural gas sector, where cost benefit analysis results were negative for all 
scenarios, the Government concluded that no roll out is foreseen in the near future. 
As for the electricity sector, given the inconclusive cost benefit analysis results - 
dependent on the current economic and financial context -, the Government mandated 
ERSE to update the study on smart electricity meters every two years. 
The above mentioned re-evaluation of the cost benefit analysis is being conducted by 
ERSE in 2014 based on updated assumptions and taking into consideration the current 
economic context and constraints and will be sent to the Government for decision. 
 
Demand side flexibility 
In Portugal time of use tariffs have been in place for a long time and a significant 
percentage of consumers use them.  
A ToU tariff option split into two time periods makes up 27.3% of Normal Low Voltage 
(NLV) consumers (those with less than 20.7 KVA, i.e. mainly residential) on the 
Portuguese mainland, 3.2% in Azores and 11.6% in Madeira. Another ToU tariff with three 
time periods represents 31.2% of NLV consumers in the Azores . NLV consumers with 
less than 20.7 kVA make up 35% of total Portuguese demand.  
For Normal Low Voltage consumers between 20.7 kVA and 41.4 kVA (i.e. 
commercial/small industrial) a tariff option with three time periods is in place and is 
mandatory (no flat tariff option exists). This group of consumers (20.7KVA-41.4KVA) 
represents 8% of total Portuguese demand. 
For Special Low Voltage (SLV) consumers (above 41.4 kVA) four time period ToU tariff 
option is in place. Again this is mandatory and this group of consumers makes up 7% of 
total demand. 
For higher voltage levels (Medium Voltage, High Voltage and Very High Voltage, MV, HV, 
VHV) a four time period ToU tariff is in place as a minimum requisite. Consumers may 
choose ToU tariffs up to hourly values making dynamic pricing possible, depending on the 
market functioning. The MV-HV-VHV group of consumers accounts for 50% of the total 
demand in Portugal. 
In other words, access tariffs for these voltage levels are mandatory at 4 time periods, and 
the meters allow also the energy component to be priced on an hourly basis. Due to the 
large penetration of renewables in Portugal, ERSE wants to go further in encouraging 
more dynamic tariffs/pricing. 
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The revision of the Tariff Code of July 2011 establishes that, with the objective of 
introducing dynamic tariff options, the TSO and DSO of Portugal’s mainland and islands 
(Azores and Madeira) have to regularly send the regulator studies on: 
• the viability of the introduction of this type of tariff; 
• the definition of the necessary variables to design these tariff options; and 
• any other relevant issues for the introduction of this type of tariff. 
Following the results of these studies, pilot projects will determine if the introduction of 
dynamic pricing will have a net positive benefit, both on the mainland and on the islands 
where regulated prices are permitted. The experience acquired from these pilot studies 
may enable an application of dynamic pricing on a much larger scale. 
In this way ERSE is creating the regulatory framework for the innovation of grid access 
tariffs, establishing tariff options that lead to the active participation of users. In the 
medium to long term these users may choose, for example, Critical Peak Pricing (CPP) 
tariff options as they become acclimatise to engaging with different pricing and tariffs, and 
gradually participate in more valuable forms of DSF. 
Higher renewable penetration creates more volatility in terms of energy costs, system 
service costs, and grid allocation costs. Therefore DSF will be more and more valued 
going forward. The flexibility introduced by CPP options allows that demand, motivated by 
strong price signals applied in critical times for networks or generation, follows offers 
variations. In this context, the introduction of CPP options in the grid access tariffs has the 
following objectives: 
• To allow consumers to participate in mechanisms that lead to a more efficient use of 
the grids and consequently allows minimized grid costs, in benefit for all consumers. 
• To provide to the grid operators an alternative mechanism to minimize grids use 
costs, since it allows the reduction of demand in situations of higher consumption and the 
postponement of new investments. 
• To allow the minimization of the variable costs for generation and system operation.  
• To allow the benefits obtained from grid, energy, and ancillary services costs to 
contribute to wider electricity system security 
 
 
7. Recommendations 
 
It should first be noted that regulators should play a major role in the development of “net 
metering systems”. That is literally specified in European Directives.  
For instance, according to the European Directive 2009/72/EC, -article 36-, one of the 
general objectives of a regulatory authority is  “…helping to achieve, in the most cost-
effective way, the development of secure, reliable and efficient non-discriminatory systems 
that are consumer oriented, and promoting system adequacy and, in line with general 
energy policy objectives, energy efficiency as well as the integration of large and small-
scale production of electricity from renewable energy sources and distributed generation in 
both transmission and distribution networks”. 
 
Net metering regulation  
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Administrative and technical requirements. 
It will be necessary to establish administrative requirements for the implementation of “net 
metering systems”, such as the right registration.  
Regulatory framework also can define eligible technologies and/or limitation on capacity 
installed, according impact studies. 
It should be noted that by definition, these systems are usually operated by private 
individuals or small companies, so the requirements and bureaucratic procedures should 
be as simple as possible.  
It is also necessary to specify the technical requirements and have accurate and recent 
information on the location of these systems, especially in the “net metering” model, as 
any inversed flow of electricity networks must be known by grid operators. Failure to 
comply with this premise not only hinders the work of managing networks efficiently but 
could endanger the stability of the grid and security of supply. 
 
Economic model definition (regulated costs of the power system). 
The design of the economic model is one of the aspects that can determine the success or 
failure in the implementation of systems of "net metering".  
As discussed above, the development of these systems could entail a reduction in 
consumer electricity bills. It is necessary to analyze in detail which components of the tariff 
paid by consumers are fixed costs and which are variable costs. The decrease in fixed 
costs on billing and invoices may result in a reduction of the revenues for the power 
system and could jeopardize the balance between regulates incomes from the access 
tariffs and fixed costs of the system. It is therefore necessary to define which fixed network 
costs should be borne by the users of these “net metering” systems and which not. Among 
others, it will be necessary to analyze whether the users of these systems will have to 
contribute, and to what extent, to support the following costs:  
-transmission and distribution costs 
-Possible costs of isolated systems  
-Possible costs of support schemes for renewables and/or cogeneration  
-Other regulated costs: (such as remuneration of regulator, TSO, market operator, etc.) 
 
Surplus energy. 
According to the definition of “net metering systems”, there can be an energy surplus. It is 
necessary to specify what will be the treatment of this energy. One possibility is to use 
these surpluses as “credits” for use in times when the consumer requires energy from the 
electric system. It is necessary to define how long these credits are valid (one year, one 
month, no expiration, etc.) and what happens if the client decides to moves from a 
supplying company to another. 
Another possibility is to sell the extra energy surplus in the system or to the market. It is 
possible to consider that the value of energy is not the same at the time of generation and 
at the time of consumption, with the resulting impact on the supplying company and on the 
electrical system. 
In that sense, the setting of an economic regulatory framework for “net metering system” 
can be analyzed using two different schemes:    
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-Traditional regulation. The regulator determines a tariff for energy consumed, and for the 
surplus generated in the network. Another possibility is working like an energy bank, where 
the surplus energy could be valuated either with energy rights.    
-Market oriented regulation. In a liberalized and market-oriented approach, suppliers would 
be responsible for setting the sale and purchase offers to the consumer equipped with a 
"net metering" system. For this to be effective, the electrical system must have a high 
degree of liberalization and "unbundling" between activities, as well as an efficient and 
transparent market. 
 
 
Regulation of auto-generation of electricity 
Auto-generation of electricity can be considered as a simpler version of the "net metering 
system". As there is no surplus of energy, the economic analysis is easier. The same 
administrative and technical requirements could be set as already mentioned in net 
metering systems.  
It is important that one of the regulatory requirements for auto-generation prohibits the 
purchase of power to the grid, for grid stability and safety reasons. 
 
Demand-Side Management tools 
“Demand-side management (DSM) tools” can influence the behavior of consumers 
through reduction, increase or change in load consumption according of the value of the 
energy, according of the market price or tariff on time of use.  These tools are called to 
play a key role in the coming years as there is great potential in the flexibility that can 
provide adequate demand management. This is particularly true for industrial consumers 
who can change their consumption pattern in a predictable way and who, due to their 
important consumption, impact significantly on the grid. Nevertheless, DSM tools for 
commercial consumers (especially in heating and cooling systems) and household 
consumers (primarily in change of usage patterns of appliances) will also be important to 
modulate energy consumption. 
To make these tools work effectively, it is necessary to give a correct price signal and 
implement “smart metering systems”. 
 
Smart metering plan 
If policy makers decide to deploy smard grids, an ambitious but realistic “smart metering” 
implementation plan is necessary, considering all the costs that will be incurred in the 
process.  
Moreover, the configuration of the metering system should be such that gross electricity 
generation and consumption of electricity can be measured independently, and not just by 
differences. This is especially important in cases where RES production is high as it is 
necessary to know each kWh generated with these technologies, in order to ensure grid 
stability and also to take them into account when calculating whether the national RES 
objectives are reached. 
 
Distributed storage  
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Possible problems arising from the variability of renewable technologies used in systems 
of "net metering" can be mitigated through the use of "distributed storage". These systems 
give greater flexibility to the power system, facilitate the operation of the networks by grid 
operators and prevent potential capacity constraints.  
It seems that there is a significant reduction in costs, especially for battery systems, which 
could make these systems an economically reasonable option. 
 
Electric vehicle/ Charging point managers 
It is expected that “electric vehicles” will play an important role in the near future. The 
“electric vehicle” can become an ally for the efficient management of power consumption 
as it can provide flexibility to the power system. It is necessary a regulation that make 
possible the matching between the electric vehicle charging moments and the hours of 
excess capacity, in order to "flatten" the load curve.  
The following example is illustrative of how regulation can make the electric vehicle a 
trouble in management system or otherwise become part of the solution. 
 
Figure 8. Examples of charging 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Source: CNMC 
 
8. Final conclusions 
 
“Net metering systems” may cause major changes in the electrical systems. Significant 
reductions in costs of certain technologies, as well as advances in information and 
communications technology, will make these changes possible.  
The benefits of widespread implementation of these systems, mainly in terms of the 
management of increased RES production, as well as the possible reduction of end user  
prices, makes it a system that is getting the attention of governments and consumers as 
well as the other agents involved in the electrical system.  
Different international experiences must be studied to identify best practices. 
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Before deciding whether to implement “net metering systems”, policy makers need to 
analyze in depth the costs and benefits taking account of the specificities of its electrical 
system. If a large deployment is considered beneficial, any regulatory barriers should be 
removed and the most appropriate regulatory framework to create an investment friendly 
environment be designed.  
Finally, it should be noted that energy regulators in each country, considering their 
expertise, should play an active role in these tasks. 
 


